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Buying Tips for Your Perfect Rebounder

Use this buyer's guide as a start for finding your perfect rebounder!

Brief History of Popular Rebounder Manufacturers

The use and function of the trampoline has evolved greatly from the times of catching people jumping out of burning buildings
in 1887. The basic trampoline, constructed in 1936, has been further tweaked and redesigned to accommodate for new
technology and beneတတt consumer health needs. To တတnd the unit that is perfect for your needs, it is essential that you read the
rest of this guide.

Needak 
This company has been producing quality rebounders since 1990. Their product is proudly manufactured in the United States
in the city of O'Neill, Nebraska.  

Bellicon 
Philipp von Kunhardt is the CEO and founder of Bellicon USA. He is joined by his younger brother Felix who is the CMO of
Bellicon. The brothers have settled in Chicago, IL where they both raise their families while overseeing their production
facilities.  

Urban Rebounder 
The manufacturer for this rebounder is located in California. The founder is JB Berns, who has been featured on television
shows such as The Doctors, NBC, ABC, CNN Headline News, and many more.  

ReboundAir 
Rebound Air, Inc. is headquartered in Springville, UT. Production has been strong for this rebounder since 1977 when
ReboundAir တတrst introduced their rebounders to the health market.  

Jumpsport 
Featured on news channels such as ABC News, ESPN, The Wall Street Journal, and the Los Angeles Times, the Jumpsport
trampoline has received very high reviews from professionals and users alike.  

Cellerise 
David Hall started Cellercise, LLC over 25 years ago to help people overcome the physical aches, pains, and drawbacks that are
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associated with a lack of exercise and the development of an unhealthy body and lifestyle.  

Price of Rebounder Trampolines

One of the largest concerns for many people looking to engage in rebounding to help with rehabilitation or light workouts is
the price of the diတ�erent brands of rebounder trampolines. The prices for these mini trampolines vary from brand to brand
and are inတတuenced by various factors. Materials, construction, and design should all be taken into account when considering
which rebounder is right for you and your budget  

Needak 
Needak oတ�ers a 125% price guarantee and a 90 day money back guarantee on their rebounders. The company oတ�ers several
models, including:

Hard Bouncer

Soft Bouncer

Both of these models come in folding and non-folding versions. 

Bellicon 
The Bellicon rebounder trampoline is available with a တတexible pricing guideline. The price for a Bellicon Classic 39" trampoline
with screw-in-legs, soft bungee strength, and your choice of custom colors for the mat and bungees will cost you $499.  

Urban Rebounder 
The price tag on this rebounder is $99.99. This rebounder is also oတ�ered for $219 as part of a multi-part health driven system
complete with DVDs for home study and personal workouts.  

ReboundAir 
The selections for rebounders from ReboundAir cost $279.95 for a standard model; the classic half folding rebounder is
oတ�ered to consumers for $319.95.  

Jumpsport 
Jumpsport oတ�ers three models of rebounders: the 200 series, the 300 series, and the PRO series. The 200 series begins at a
price of $199, the 300 series starts at $299, and the PRO series begins at a price of $339. 

Celleriser 
The individual bouncers oတ�ered by Cellerise range in price from $335 to $529 depending on your requirements. 

Reputation of Rebounder Manufacturers

Checking the reputation of a company before engaging in a purchase is always a good idea. This can be done by looking them
up on the Better Business Bureau's website or by reading customer testimonials and endorsements by credible authorities.
These are some things we found for each company: 

Needak 
Best selling author and inspirational speaker Tony Robbins endorses this rebounder by stating that, "Rebounding strengthens
every organ in the body. Please take the time to pursue this life-enhancing form of exercise." Research across several online
marketplaces show that Needak rebounders consistently receive at least a 97% rate of approval from customers. 

Bellicon 
This trusted company has earned a တတve star customer rating for their products and accessories. They are available on social
media sites and have endorsements from တတtness professionals such as Ashley Borden and တတtness institutions such as
Springtime Fitness Studio on Facebook, where they have almost 52,000 likes on their page. 

http://www.rebounderzone.com/products/needak-folding-hard-bounce-rebounder
http://www.rebounderzone.com/products/needak-folding-soft-bounce-rebounder
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Urban Rebounder 
Taking full advantage of the technology of today, the Urban Rebounder is easy to locate on social media sites such as
Facebook, Google+, Pintrest, Stumbleupon, and Twitter. The reputation of this athletic bouncer is endorsed by famous တတtness
enthusiasts such as Mario Lopez.  
Customers are very polarized in regards to the Urban Rebounder. Many consumers sing high praise due its comparatively low
prices, while common complaints include poor construction quality (loose screws and springs), ripped surface fabric, and
broken parts out of the box. 

ReboundAir 
This brand of rebounder has a reputation for being sturdy and long lasting with materials and sound construction. Customers
commonly express enjoying the bounce on this product. ReboundAir's models are even deemed worthy of use by NASA.

Unfortunately, ReboundAir has received some negative reviews, ranging from poor workmanship for the price to harder than
expected bounce. There have also been some customer complaints regarding poor customer service. 

Jumpsport 
This rebounder has been featured on The Doctors, Hallmark Home & Family, Good Morning America, and NBC Tonight. They
are also accredited, with awards from organizations such as Parent Testers and Entertaining Technology.

Some negative complaints for Jumpsport's rebounders include a small jump surface, an unreliable jump mat that requires
replacement, and a stiတ� bounce. Another thing to consider is that Jumpsport carry several types of trampolines, not just
rebounders, while the other manufactures in this list focus solely on rebounder trampolines. 

Celleriser 
This mini trampoline has been featured in Oxygen Magazine and is endorsed by T. Harv Eker and တတtness expert David Wolfe.
There are not many reviews available for this model online.

Takeaways

Overall, it seems that customers are happiest with Needak and Bellicon's rebounders. Here is a high level breakdown based on
customer reviews and satisfaction:

1. Needak and Bellicon (tied)

2. ReboundAIR and Celleriser (tied)

3. JumpSport

4. Urban Rebounder  

Quality of Rebounders

The quality of your rebounder determines many things including its durability, the performance quality, and the overall value
you realize from your investment. When you are looking for your perfect rebounder, the quality of the product must be one of
your biggest considerations.

Please see the breakdown below by manufacturer. As you will see, the brand's reputation from the previous section is closely
tied to its perceived quality. 

Needak 
This rebounder uses triple-tiered, tri-တတex springs. The mat is guaranteed to never sag or stretch on the durable steel frame.
Needak's rebounders are known for their longevity and ease of repair. 
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Bellicon 
The quality of the Bellicon model comes with three choices of durable heavy-duty steel frames, folding-leg options, and a
variety of bungee strengths to accommodate all of your tension needs. 

Urban Rebounder 
Even in favorable reviews, build quality is not one of the Urban Rebounder's strong points. 

ReboundAir 
Beefed up springs and sturdy mat components make this rebounder a quality purchase. Each spring has a unique three tiered
design to promote the ideal bounce for your unique needs. The Permatron™ mat has reinforced bands that can stand up to
300 pounds of repeated use.

Jumpsport 
The construction of this trampoline includes the strong aspects of steel, one-inch thick foam padding, and multi-weave
designed mat for optimum height during your bounce. All accessories and replacement parts are made of the same high
quality materials.  

Celleriser 
The Cellerciser's triple-tiered springs ensure a great bounce, greatly limiting your chance of damage or injury from the
electroplated, all-steel frame. The superior materials that make up the matting area are guaranteed to not sag or stretch with
extended use.  

Find the Rebounder with the Right Bounce for You

An important factor to consider when searching for the perfect rebounder is the rebounder's bounce. You have several options
here. You can purchase a rebounder with a soft bounce, hard bounce, or a bounce that automatically adjusts to your weight.
Your desired bounce will most likely depend on what you plan to do with your rebounder. If your focus is lymphatic movement,
you may want to choose a model that uses springs and is good for the Health Bounce. If you prefer to perform exercises like
jogging on your rebounder, a တတrm bounce may be your best choice. Think about questions like these before you make your
တတnal decision!

Below is a breakdown of each popular rebounder's bounce quality: 

Needak 
Their leading technology in rebounders has produced decades of satisတတed customers with their patented Soft-Bounce™
technology. The resistance of this mat is supported by 36 high caliber springs which distribute the mat stress evenly, delivering
a smooth and non-jarring bounce. Needak has a nearly တတawless customer record in regards to bounce quality.  

Bellicon 
Bellicon's rebounders are customizable and can be chosen to accommodate your rebounding needs. The Bellicon rebounder
boasts an unique bungee spring sytem, and the assorted strengths of its bungees allow for a range of bounce options for the
consumers from soft to hard.  

Urban Rebounder 
The bounce of this rebounder is supported by 36 individual springs that oတ�er an even and smooth rebound with a
controlled bounce. 

ReboundAir 
The combination of the strong Permatron mat and 36 coiled springs on this rebounder deliver a highly responsive yet even
bounce.  Some customers, however, have warned of a stiတ�er than expected bounce.

Jumpsport 
There are a number of diတ�erent options for bounce ability with this brand's trampoline. There are choices for mat size as well
as soft, staged, and power bounce options. Customer reviews have been mixed, as some customers praise while others dislike
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Jumpsport's spring system. 

Celleriser 
The mat of this brand has been thoroughly tested under 200 ton pressure conditions to withstand sagging and the tri-တတex
springs oတ�er a safe and smooth bounce for individuals up to 300 pounds.  

Importance of Warranties

As with any of your household's products, you would be wise to pick a manufacturer that oတ�ers a warranty on the rebounder
that တတts your needs. Please တတnd the breakdown on this below:

Needak

Needak oတ�ers a lifetime warranty on the frame, hinges, leg tubes, and the platform pins.  Needak also guarantees their jump
mat up to 5 years and up to 2 years for their rebounders' springs.

Bellicon 
Bellicon oတ�ers a warranty only on this rebounder's parts. It is covered from the date of purchase with the inclusion of the
original receipt for the lifetime of the frame, 5 years for the mat, 2 years on the frame, and 1 year for the bungee cords. Please
note that these bungee cords have been known to require replacement. 

Urban Rebounder 
Urban Rebounder oတ�ers a 4 year warranty on their rebounder's frame. There are limited warranties (up to 1 year) on the mat,
springs, and legs of this model. 

ReboundAir 
There is a lifetime all-component limited warranty from ReboundAir, which only covers manufacturing defects. If needed,
ReboundAir will also send you a free, one time only replacement for jumpmat or springs.  

Jumpsport 
This company oတ�ers a 10 year prorated warranty that covers the frame and steel of the unit with a one year warranty on most
of the other parts. Please note that these rebounders could require part replacement often. 

Celleriser 
This rebounder's springs and mat can be replaced once during the lifetime of the rebounder for normal wear and tear. There
are no other warranties covering parts or services.  

Aesthetics

The look of your rebounder can be an important factor if you plan on using your trampoline in public or for instructional
purposes.  

Needak 
This mini trampoline comes in blue or black colored mats with a black spring cover and steel legs.  

Bellicon 
The choices for this type of rebounder are black or steel frames with a black mat which contains a bright orange accent circle
around the perimeter. Bellicon's rebounders are often considered the superior brand in regards to aesthetics. 

Urban Rebounder 
The body and cover of this unit are black with a bright red accent ring around the perimeter of the mini trampoline mat with a
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solid black center. 

ReboundAir 
This model is sleek and stylish with a snug တတtting red cover over the springs, a black mat, and legs with the logo displayed in
red on the leg portion.  

Jumpsport 
This trampoline has a large black mat with a choice of either blue or black spring covering and pole wraps. The net is black as is
the frame of the trampoline’s structure. 

Celleriser 
With a sleek overall black color, this model epitomizes sophistication. This model oတ�ers a snug တတtting but expandable cover
over the mat of the rebounder as well as matching accessories and add-ons. 

Ankle Inversion

Inversion, or pronation of your joints, should be avoided at all costs during your rebounding workout. The best way to avoid
inversion is to use a rebounder that doesn't automatically push you to the center of the jump mat. On high quality rebounders,
you should have a similar bounce on any part of the jump surface. The dangers of inversion of the ankles can be minimized
with proper tension and matting. 

Needak 
The soft bounce of this model may not be ideal for individuals with weak knees or ankles. 

Bellicon 
This brand oတ�ers a more stable bouncing surface for even distribution of weight and smaller chance of injury. 

Urban Rebounder 
With a large amount of support springs, this model oတ�ers a tight bounce, which results in less chance of twisting your ankles
and/or injuring your feet. 

ReboundAir 
The tight mat on this model oတ�ers superior support for aerobic activity without sagging or stretching that will ultimately cause
physical injury and discomfort. 

Jumpsport 
With such a large area for jumping, this model has the right amount of responsiveness to minimize injury to your back, knees,
ankles, and feet. 

Celleriser 
Its triple spring technology brings this rebounder trampoline back into shape immediately upon every single bounce, thus
giving a responsive and tight bounce every time. 

Avoid Rebounder Noise

Another factor to consider is the noise that your rebounder makes while using it.  

Needak

Virtually silent during initial use but gradually gets louder. 

Bellicon
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This model is nearly silent with only a small disturbance from the folding legs. 

Urban Rebounder

This model is reported to be very squeaky. 

ReboundAir

Customers who have purchased this rebounder have reported a lot of noise with this brand. 

Jumpsport

This model is virtually silent with 90 to 100% of all noise eliminated. 

Celleriser

This model starts out with minimal noise but that noise gradually increases within a few months. 

 

Comfort on Your Rebounder

It is important to be comfortable while working out on your rebounder or you may lose interest in it quickly. 

Needak 
Needak's rebounders have a soft bounce that is very comfortable.  

Bellicon 
Bellicon's bungees make for a very comfortable bounce that can be customized to your needs. 

Urban Rebounder 
This brand starts out as a sturdy and comfortable mini trampoline, but the mat may sag making it less comfortable with
continued use. 

ReboundAir 
Repeated use of this rebounder may result in the stretching of the mat, which can cause problems with comfort and physical
stability. 

Jumpsport 
Jumpsport oတ�ers a variety of tensions that will help you optimize your comfort level. 

Celleriser 
The superior technology imparted on this design delivers a hard bounce without sags for the ultimate in comfort. 

Frame

Having a strong and sturdy frame on a rebounder is essential for safe bouncing exercises. One key element in a rebounder's
frame is what we like to call the wobble factor. Some models' frames produce noisy wobbling, but sometimes this wobbling
produces a better bounce. 

Needak 
The folding legs of this frame, which are made from American steel, provide great safety for customers. 
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Bellicon 
This stainless steel frame is German made and proven to be strong and reliable against bending or twisting. 

Urban Rebounder 
The folding legs of this model may cause the unit to shift slightly when in use, risking your safety during your rebound
workout.  

ReboundAir 
You may notice horizontal movement when bouncing on this model due to the construction of the folding legs.  

Jumpsport 
This model frame is constructed of high quality, solid steel legs that oတ�er superior support. 

Celleriser 
Celleriser's folding models may move slightly while the rebounder is in use; however, the steel frame oတ�ers strength and
stability during your bounce. 

Rebounder Springs

This essential component can make all of the diတ�erence between a great experience and potential injury when choosing your
rebounder. 

Needak 
This model oတ�ers 36 individual steel springs that support and stretch the mat for a tight and responsive bounce. 

Bellicon 
This model of mini trampoline does not use springs. It uses a system of bungee cords that can be selected from a variety of
colors and tensions.  

Urban Rebounder 
This model has 36 tapered springs that are much larger than those of many commercial brands. These formed springs oတ�er a
soft and responsive bounce.  

ReboundAir 
The steel springs of this unit have a tapered three tier design that oတ�er the needed balance between mat responsiveness and
spring rebounding. 

Jumpsport 
For those looking for a high bounce unit, this taller rebounder oတ�ers Triple & Dual-Staged™ or Extra-Stretch™ Springs for less
stress on your ankles and feet. 

Celleriser 
The triple-tiered design of the Celleriserr's springs oတ�er a uniform jump regardless of your body weight. These springs are self
adjusting to eliminate the need for changing springs. 

Self Adjusting Capability

For those users who plan to share their rebounder with another person or family member, it is important to get a rebounder
that can self adjust to each individual who will be using it. This portion of the rebounder buyer's guide will show which brands
are best for self-adjustments. 

Needak 
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Needak rebounders include heavy duty coiled springs which oတ�er a stiတ� and responsive bounce with excellent ability for self-
adjustment.  

Bellicon 
Bellicon's rebounders use bungees rather than metal springs which will eventually stretch and become distorted. These
bungees can be ordered in diတ�erent tension strengths and will eventually need to be replaced.

Urban Rebounder 
This unit oတ�ers 36 tapered jumbo springs to give the most responsive soft bounce time and time again.  

ReboundAir 
The soft bounce springs on this rebounder oတ�er the optimum balance between jump response and mat တတrmness with
excellent self-adjusting capabilities. 

Jumpsport 
The high quality stitching and the Triple & Dual-Staged™ or Extra-Stretch™ Springs are designed to give the most
responsiveness available during use regardless of how many people use the rebounder. 

Celleriser 
The steel spring design of this mini trampoline allows for many diတ�erent users to safely and comfortably use this unit without
making special adjustments or changing springs. 

Digital Tuning

Tempering the steel springs with digital tuning technology results in a stronger spring that is void of air bubbles; these bubbles
can cause premature overexertion of the springs. After tapping on each spring, if the sound is really diတ�erent, the springs have
not been tuned well. In this case, we recommend asking for a refund for your rebounder trampoline.  

Chemical Smells

Many new products come with a distinct smell to them that comes from the chemicals used during production.  

Needak 
The nylon cover on this unit gives oတ� a chemical odor which may aတ�ect users who have allergies to chemical odors. 

Bellicon 
There is no toxic or harmful smell associated with this rebounder.  

Urban Rebounder 
The materials used with this rebounder give oတ� a formaldehyde type odor that may be oတ�ensive to some people. 

ReboundAir 
These units are constructed from plastic and rubber which carry a chemical odor and could aတ�ect sensitive people.  

Jumpsport 
This rebounder gives oတ� little to no oတ�ensive chemical smells or odors.  

Celleriser 
This rebounder is made with Naugahyde materials which give oတ� no noxious smells or residual odors.  

Cover & Storage

It is important when searching for your perfect rebounder that you consider your storage options once you get it home. Small
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areas such as o†‐ces or apartments will beneတတt from the folding options oတ�ered by some of these manufacturers. Covers will
protect your rebounder from scratches and potential damage. 

Buying The Best Rebounder By Weight

It is essential for people who use a rebounder for health and lymphatic reasons to choose the right bouncer for their individual
weight in order to achieve the best results. This section of the rebounder buyer's guide will provide the individual weight
allowances for each brand. 

Needak 
This brand allows for jumpers up to 300 pounds to exercise safely on a တတxed tension mat.  

Bellicon 
These rebounders are customized to the individual's needs and are available in a variety of weight allowances from soft (under
80 pounds) to ultra (320-440 pounds).  

Urban Rebounder 
This unit is built to support jumpers up to 300 pounds with a soft bounce. Ideal for people looking for a smooth workout. 

ReboundAir 
ReboundAir's rebounders has options for a 300 or 400 pound jumper. 

Jumpsport 
The weight limit on this rebounder is 250 pounds and comes with a soft bounce.  

Celleriser 
Jumping enthusiasts over 300 pounds should not use this mini trampoline.  

Issues With Cheap Rebounders

When investing in your rebounder, it is important to take to heart the saying, "You get what you pay for." Inferior products sold
at large retail stores are often constructed with low grade materials and inferior craftsmanship. These common issues include:

Small mats that restrict your workout space

Aluminum frame that bend easily

Inferior grade springs that wear out quickly and squeak often

Noxious odors from low grade materials that may carry chemical smells

Extremely limited warranties on wear and tear in which some parts may not be covered

You will commonly တတnd these cheap models in stores such as Walmart & Target.

Have more questions before making a decision on your rebounder? Contact our team today at (832) 356-8251 or တတll out the
form below!

Still have questions?
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